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Accurate

Evaluation

of Wiener Integrals*

By Alexandre Joel Chorin
Abstract. A new quadrature formula for an important class of Wiener integrals is
presented, in which the Wiener integrals are approximated by «-fold integrals with an error
Oin~2). The resulting «-fold integrals can then be approximated by ordinary finite sums of
remarkably simple structure. An example is given.

Introduction.
Wiener integrals in function space play a major role in a number
of applications in physics and in probability theory, see e.g. [1], [6], [7], [9]. A number
of remarkable results have been obtained concerning the approximation of these
integrals by finite-dimensional integrals (see in particular Cameron [2], as well as
[8], [10], and [14]). The resulting n-fold integrals are, in general, difficult to evaluate
with any accuracy, and as a consequence the approximation formulas are not of
significant practical use. The aim of this paper is to present a new approximation for
Wiener integrals accurate enough and simple enough to be of practical interest. Some
of the elegant generality of Cameron's work may be lost, but the method is applicable
to many functionals which appear in physics, and will furthermore afford an intuitive
grasp of the relation between ordinary quadrature and quadrature in a function space.
The two main ideas in the approximation method are the following: the Wiener
paths are carefully interpolated by a certain family of parabolas, in such a way that
all the moments are exactly reproduced; and nonlinear functionals are expanded in
a certain Taylor series, with the quadrature formula adjusted so that the first two
groups of terms are well approximated.

Outline of Goal and Method. Let C be the space of continuous real functions
x(i) defined on 0 ^ t ^ 1, with x(0) = 0, and endowed with the Wiener measure W.
Let F[x] be a functional on C; our aim is to evaluate

J = j F[x] dW;
Jc

we shall construct approximation formulas of the form
m

(l)

\

Jc

F[x] dW

= x~n/2

[

J R»

FniUl,

u2, ■■■ , un)

•exp(—«i

— u2 — • • ■ — un) dux du2 • ■■ dun

+ Oin'2)
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where it is required that the n-fold integral be capable of approximation by an ordinary
finite sum of simple structure without increasing the order of magnitude of the error.
In general, the variables «„ • • • , un will be linear functionals of the paths x(t);
our quadrature formula will thus be based on an approximation of a functional of
the paths by a function of linear functionals. We shall have

(2)

Uj = f a¡it)dxit),
Jo

i = 1, ... , n,

where the a¡ are ordinary functions on 0 g í â 1 satisfying

/ aiit)a¡it)dt

= 8,,j,

S¿,¡;the Kronecker delta.

Jo

The integrals (2) exist as generalized Stieltjes integrals for almost all x(t), see [12].
The resulting u¡ are independent, gaussianly distributed random variables with mean
0 and variance 1/2 ([12], [15]). They play a major role in the construction of WienerHermite polynomials [3]. In intuitive terms, the <Xj(t)should be chosen in such a way
that the finite-dimensional space spanned by linear combinations of their derivatives
contain most of the information required for the evaluation of the integral. If no
information about F is available, then there is no rational basis for making a choice
and one may follow the example of Cameron [2] and fix the a,(/) in advance. Sometimes, there exists a natural choice: for example, the solution of the one-dimensional
heat equation
v, = \ vtx,

vix, 0) given,

can be written as a Wiener integral. This Wiener integral is equal to a one-dimensional
integral of a function of

ui = f l-dxit) = x(l);
Jo

this integral is merely the Green's function representation of the solution (see [4]).
In the following sections, we shall construct quadrature formulas for functionals

of the form
F[x] = gixih),

xit2), ■■■ , xitm))Gyj

Vixit)) dtj ,

where G(y), V(y) are ordinary functions of their arguments, g(j1 , • • • , ym) is an
ordinary function of m variables, and ti , t2 , • • • , tm are fixed values of /. A case of
major importance in physics is G(j) = exp (—>>).We shall begin by constructing
quadrature formulas of arbitrary accuracy for some special functionals, and then
proceed to the more general case.

Integrals of Some Special Functionals.

(3)

Consider first the functionals

F[x] = f xmit) dt, m integer.
Jo

Their integrals can be readily evaluated; we have
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l\¡\-itUt}dW-l{¡cX-i,)dw}dt
(4)
= (

Cmtm'2dt = CJH

+ m/2),

Jo

where
Cm = 0,

m odd,

.-m/2

= 2'm'\m

-

l)im -

3) ■■■ (1),

m even.

The change in the order of integration can be justified by application of Fubini's
theorem (see [2]).
We now construct a quadrature rule which yields exactly the result (4) for all m.

Set

Fiiv)= Jof iVtvT dt,
i. e., evaluate the functional (3) on the special paths x(t) = y/t v. One can readily
verify that
*~in /"{/„

{^tvT

dt}e~"' dv = C-»/(1 + m/2)'

in exact agreement with (4) for all m; i. e., the moments of x(t) are reproduced exactly.
Now note that if the integration in t is approximated by a quadrature rule which
yields an exact answer for all polynomials of degree less than or equal to [m/2], where
[m/2] denotes the integer part of m/2, and if the integration in v is approximated by a
weighted Gaussian quadrature formula which yields an exact answer for all integrals

of the form
/ v" e
(such quadrature

dv,

m' ^ m,

formulas are given e. g. in [13]), then the resulting ordinary finite

sum will still yield the exact value of the integral of the functional (3). The important
point is that the half-integer powers of /, for which the quadrature rule yields an
inaccurate answer, are multiplied by odd powers of v, and thus, after integration with
respect to v, do not affect the answer. Now consider functionals of the form

= /f
F[x] =
Jo

Vix> dt,
Vixit))

where V(y) is an ordinary function of the real argument y, having m derivatives V,
V", ••• ,V(m) with, for all y,y0,
Viyo +

v) =

Viy0) +

V'iy0)y

+

■■■ +-l—r:

V(m~viy0)ym-1

im — l)\
+ ~

V(m\yo + By)ym,

0 á

6 = diy) g 1,

where
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f \f

V(m\y0+ dixit))xit))xmit)
dt\ dW = 0(A"/2+I) as A -> 0 and for all

v0.

Divide the interval 0 5¡ t ^ 1 into n intervals h , I2 , ■• ■ , /„ of equal lengths n ';

define

a.it) = Vn,

t E h,

= 0,

tst

h,

and
Uj =

/

Jo

Ujit) dxit).

We note that the derivatives of the <*,(?)are delta functions. Write
Xj = xii/n)

V¡ = Vixj),

ix0 = 0),

V'j = V'ixd,

Ax, = xit) - xiii -

l)/n),

etc.,
ii -l)/»|f|

i/n;

we have u¡ = (x¿ — x¡-i)-y/n, and, conversely, x¡ = (l/\/"XMi + ■• • + «.)■We can
write

f F[x]dW=
f If Vixit))
dt\dW
= JcÍ {^ Ê
Í ' P(*(0)dt\J dW= -»C
[ {\i-l¿ J0f
, -1 «'«-1)/»
= f \Z f

K(^_,+ Ax,«))¿<f
dW
1

(.Vi-i+ Vt-i**<+•••+ ^"-(W1)}

rfrf+ Oin~m/2),

i.e.,

| FM dW= x'n/2f \Z f
(5

-exp(—u\

nxi-i + V' o)dtj
— u\ — ■■■ — u„-i — v2)
■du¡ du2 ■■• dun-¡ dv + Oin~m/2),
Xj-i

= —;— («i +

V«

••• +

w,-i).

(5) is of the form (1), and, as before, the integrals can be approximated by means of
finite sums.
Two remarks remain to be made, for use in the next section. The approximation
(5) can be derived through the use of the interpolation formula for Wiener paths [11]:
if xiii — l)/n) = Xj-i , x(i/n) = *,_, + Uj/y/n, then for t such that (i — l)/n ¿ t ^
i/n we have

(6)

xit) = a:,_j + Uj\/n

At + Wis/n (a/(-Am
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where w, is a gaussianly distributed random variable with mean 0 and variance \.

Thus,

f F[x]dW = f { ¿ [

Je

il)

Jc

U-i

ViXj-i+ Ax,)dt\ dW

•'o

)

= ,- / [i f" 4,. + * Vn»+ * V«(l(j - I))" at)}
•exp( — u2 — «2 — ■• ■ — w2 — H>i — w2 — • • • — wl)

•dui • ■■ dun dwi ■■■ dw„ + Oin~m/2).

Some elementary algebra yields

*""' i U

\Ui^n

t + »iVn u(-n)

= x~U2f If

j

¿ff exp(-w2 - >v2)duj dw,

iVt »)"dt\ exp(-u2)dv

for all m, and thus the (2n + l)-fold integral (7) and the (« + l)-fold integral (5) are
always equal. This is of course true only because the functional under consideration is
linear in the partial integrals j1/" V(Xj(t))dt. Finally, if one is content with accuracy of
order 0(n'2), one may replace the i-integration by a one-term midpoint rule, i. e., use
rtl/n

/

J0

.

t dt = -—

.

n 2«

nl/n

,

/

Jo

t2 dt = Oí«"3),

to obtain

f Fix]dW = x-/2 f |¿

i ViXj-i+ v/i2n)U2)}

(8)
•exp( —«j — ...

— ul_í — v2) dui ■■■ dun-i dv

+ Oin~2).

Functionals which are Functions of an Integral.
functionals of the form

In this section, we consider

F[x]= G\J Vixit))dt) ,
where V = Viy) is a function of y satisfying the conditions above, and Giy) is a
sufficiently smooth function of the real argument y. The precise requirements on G
will appear below. The main result of this section is a remarkably simple formula, of
which (8) is a special case:

fc g(£

Vixit)) dt)dW = x~n/2f |g(¿

-n ViXj^ + v/i2n)W2))

(9)
•exp(-«2

— ...

-

u2n-¡ — v2)

•dui • ■■ dun-x dv + Oin~2).
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As in the previous section, we divide the interval 0 ^ t á 1 into n subintervals of
length ri~x,and define x¡, «,, V¡, Ax,, / = 1, • ■• , n, as above. Note that the variables
Ax,, Ax,, i ¿¿ j, are independent, by definition of the Wiener process, as are the
variables «,, «,, / ^ /, and Ax¿, u¡, i j¿ j. Of course, «,, Ax, are correlated.
We introduce the following notations

Qj « - Vj-u

Aq, = f

n

Jo

IViXj., + Ax,) - Vj.r] dt,

thus
Vixit)) dt = q, + Aq¡
J{i-l)/n

and

Fix]= G\J Vixit))
dt) = g(£ f
= g(¿

ViXj-i
+ Ax,)dt)

iq¡ + A«,-))

= g(± q) + G'l± q) £ Aq¡
(10)

+ lG"(±q,)±±AqiAq¡
¿.
\>-i
/
¡-i
k-i

+ ^ G-n„Xj Z)
52
Hm &q¡AqkAqtAqm,
k
l
where G', G", G'", G'v are the derivatives of G with respect to y, which are assumed to

exist, and
G%lm = G'" (È

q{ + d¡Aq¡ + dkAqk+ dlAql + dmAqm) , 0 ^ d¡, dh, elt i.gl.

We first show that the contribution of the last three sums to the integral of F[x] is of
order n2. We have

\f^G%lnAq¡AqkAqiAqmdW g /1/2|£ Aq2AqlAq\Aq2m
dWj

,

where I = Jc (Gjl¡m)2 ¿W is assumed bounded for all ;', k, I, m. Furthermore,

y Aq*AqlA4Îàql
dWj

^yfAqUrV)

(/ AqldW)[f Aa\dW) (| AqldW) ;

by definition,
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A?, = (

Jo

[V'j-ttej + \ V'iXj-t + 0Ax,)Ax,] dt,

7

Oá^l,

and, therefore, if expressions such as

]c-n(V'-Ja{]o

V"ix¡^ + dAx¡)dt)

dWJ ,

a, ß integers, a + ß = 8, are bounded, we have

f Aq*dW= 0(n-12),

(f Aqs¡dw)

= 0(«"3/2),

and a typical term in the last sum in (10) is 0(/T6). There are n4 terms in the last sum
in (10), and thus, the total contribution is 0(/T2).
Before considering the other terms, we introduce the notations

FÍ° = V, = V(Xj),

i > j,

- 4--■&
■ igj,

and
V?" = V¡ = Vix¡),

j < i, j < k,

= v(x, -ij,

I á i < *.

= k(x,--^),

*g;<,,

i. e., we write in superscript the indices of those among the variables uu ■■■ ,u„ which
we set equal to zero in the argument of V. Thus,

(10

«»'(È ..)-«■■{t i «") + «"(t ¡«)^
+ two similar terms in «*, «¡,

where
a¡ = Xi_!,

= (l/V"X«i

i < y,

+ «2 + ■• • + «¿-i + 6u¡ + uj+l + ■■■+ Uj-Z),

i è j, 0 g ig

1•

Furthermore,

(12)

Aí; = J F^Ax, dt + ^f V'jLfiAxj)3
dt+ ■■■.

Now, if any one of the indices j, k, I is larger than the others, for example l> j,l > k,

then
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/»

( /il/n

/ \\

Je

/»1/n

VUAx¡dt\

\Jo

Ja

/»1/n

V'k-iAxkdt \

Jo

VZlAxldt\dW=
)

0,

since the expression in curly brackets is an odd function of the random variable Ax¡.
For the same reason,

/ \G'"(¿ l Pi-") / V'i-^x<dt f v'*-^x><
dt f V[.iAxl
dt}dW= 0.
An inspection of (11) and (12) shows that for I > j and / > k, or j > I and j > k, or

k > / and k > j,

f |g'"(E «íJa^A&Aí.J
dW= 0(n
there are 0(n3) such terms, and their total contribution is thus 0(n~2). There remain
terms for which j = k > /, or j = I > k, or / = k > j; they are of order n~9/2 but
there are only 0(n2) such terms. A similar analysis shows that

/ \G"(¿ «<)%>Ç A«<A4dW= °(«-2)'
and thus

(12) j Flx]dW=f |g(¿ qZ)+ G'(¿ <?,)Ê A^J¿^ + o(«-2).
This is our main formula; it shows that accuracy of order n2 can be obtained
provided the finite-dimensional integral reproduces the integral of the first terms in
the Taylor expansion with sufficient accuracy. The crucial fact is that those first terms
are linear in the Aq¡. To evaluate the integral on the right-hand side of (12), we make
use of the interpolation formula (6). We integrate the functional F over all paths such

that
(1/vV>("i + th + ■■■+ Uj) á xii/n)
g (l/\/")(«i + «2 +•••+«,)

+ (1/V«Xrf«i + • • • + du,)

and then integrate over all values of uu u2, • ■■, w„.This yields

(13)

•Z f

( v[x,-i + u¡Vn t + w¡Vn [t\¿ - tj) ) - Vix¡^))dt}

■exp(— u\ — • ■■ — un — w\ — ■■■ — wl) dui • • • dun dwi • ■■ dwn

which can be seen to differ only by 0(n~2) from

(14)

»- / {o{t C

v(x,-! + UjVnt+ w,Vn (r(j - ,))'"))*

■exp(— u\ — ■■■ — ul — w2 — • • • — w2.)du¡ ■■• dun dwi ■■■ dwn.
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The (In + l)-fold integral (14), an analogue of (7), approximates the integral of our
functional with an error of order n2. We now proceed to simplify formula (14).
Define
AX¡ = UjVn t + w¡Vn (f(l/w - t))W2,

then
.l/n

(15) I

j

.1/»

AXjdt-UjVn^+WjVnf

/

I.

(16) f

(AI,)2 dt = u2j¿ + w2¿ + 2UjW,n
f

ill)

(AI,)3

i''"

dt = u\-Oin-*/2)

+

\\l/2

{,[- - t)) dt,

w*-Oin-W2)

t\t{¿ - t)J

+ u2w¡ -0(«"5/2)

dt,

+ «,w2-0(«-5/2).

Jo

Consider a typical term in the sum on the right-hand side of Eq. (13), for example
G' (£Fix,-!))
\i-i n
I

(18)

■f [v[x,^ + u¡Vnt + w¡Vn(i(J - tj) J- Vix¡^))dt.
The variables Ax,, u¡ are correlated, and this correlation manifests itself through the
presence of the variable w, in both terms of the product. Let us put the role of u¡ in
evidence. Write
(19)

v = u¡.

Since for j > i,
(l/\/"X"i

+ «2 +

• • • + «,-i + v + «, +1 +

• • • + ".-i)

= x<_i + iv — u¡)/\/n,

the change of variable (19) changes G' into

G'(±l-Vj-i+
\fzin

£ ^vlxi.1+V-^/A)

i~ii n

= G'l£l-V,.i)

\

V« //

+ G"(£l-

F.J

£

V'ix^)V-^+...

,

where the three dots denote the obvious remainder term. Furthermore,

G"(£Vi^V'iXj-ù^
\7Ti n
I

n

= G"(¿V,U-\)v'iXj-t)*\T-i n
I
n

+ \{g"(£-v^)12 1
\,-i n

£

In jTZii

r""Wi)K'(xJi+ )

On the other hand, using (15), (16) and (17), we have
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( VyXj.t+vVnt+

w,Vn [tl¿ - tj) ) - K*,-x))dt

- MD^"¿+"^-r,(,(;-r)r*)

+5^-(j,¿+"5¿+^^r,(|(í-í)r
*)+•■■■
Carrying out the multiplications, dropping all terms 0(n~3) or o(n~3), as well as all
terms which are odd in any one of the variables v, w„ u, because such terms vanish
after the integrations in v, w¡, «,, and using the identity
x~1/2 I iav2 + bw2) exp(—v2 — w2) dv dw¡ =

/ (a + b)v exp(—u2) dv,

a, b, arbitrary constants, we are left with (see the appendix)

•f ' ( vi^Xj.!+ u,Vn t + w¡Vn [t(¿ - tjj )-

V¡.Z)dt}

■exp( — Ut — ■■■ — u\ — w2) dux du2 ■■■ dun dw¡

='-"/{íc'(¿Í^->)¿»v"(^»

+í°"(£;"--)e'¡-,£ ru}
• exp(— Ui — •••

— un-i — v ) dui • ■• du„-i dv + Oin~ );

grouping all such terms, we see that the right-hand side of (13) differs only by terms
0(H"2) from
/

\G\£

\

Vix^

+ t;/(2«)1/2)]j

exp(-«2-«?_,

-

v2) du, ■■• dun.,

di-

ana the formula (9) has been established.
The remarkable feature of formula (9) is that it is no more complicated in structure
nor does it require more computing effort than the standard "rectangle rule" ([2],
[6], [9]), whose accuracy is only 0(n~ ').
Generalizations.
One may wish to construct formulas of higher accuracy than
(9), e.g., by using the identity
/•

/

pi

\2

«+CO

/, + œ

«1

ç.t

(20) L Ü ™ dt)dw= ^ L duLdu' Idt Ids
■iuVtTiuVt

+ u'is - 01/2)"-exp(-«2

-

u'2)

which generalizes (4). The resulting quadrature formulas are difficult to use, and a
more sensible approach to increasing accuracy is the use of a function-space analogue
of Richardson extrapolation: if J„ is the «-fold integral approximating a Wiener
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integral J, and if we know that
/„ =

J +

constant-«-2

+

oin~2)

then we may evaluate Jn for several values of n and extrapolate in the standard
manner. An example will be given below.
The formulas above can be generalized to a slightly wider class of functionals.

For example, if

Fix] = gixilWyf

Vixit))dt) ,

with

/

J —co

g'W

dy < +■

then one can verify that

/.™dW
" '""'"
/ W*-+irXt i "<*<->■>
+vu)
■exp(— u\ — •••

— u\-x — v2) dui ■■■ dun-x dv.

It would be interesting to generalize formula (9) to cases where V is not smooth. I
conjecture that (9) remains valid if V is only piecewise smooth, with a finite number of
discontinuities; a proof has not yet been given.
Finally, problems may occur in which the order of the integration in [9] is too high
for use of Gaussian quadrature. Appeal has to be made to Monte-Carlo quadrature,
and it is useful to note that the variance reduction technique described in [4] is particularly well suited for use on integrals of the form (9). This variance reduction technique requires the expansion of the integrand in Hermite polynomials of the «,,
i = 1, • • • , n — 1; such Hermite polynomials are identical to the Wiener-Hermite
polynomials introduced in [3].
An Example.

Consider the integral

j -1U At)dt))dw
used as an example by Cameron [2]. We have Giy) = y2, Viy) = y2, and

• exp( — u\ — ...

— j¿_j — v2) du¡ ■■■ dun-x dv.

The expression in curly brackets squared is a polynomial of degree 4 in u¡, i = 1, • • •
n — I, and v; the integral can therefore be evaluated exactly by a finite sum containing
3" terms, obtained by application of weighted Gaussian quadrature. For example,

'■--"/(■5a)''-**-

'■"-Ikhe' +5fe +ViÏÏ-<-¡--■>
* *■
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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It can be shown, (e.g., by application of formula (20)) that J = 7/48 (see also [2]).
Some tedious but elementary algebra shows that J„ = J + (l/24)n~2, so that

r _2.

j - Uli
48

Jl - 48 '

Ji '

'

j _ 65/9
48 '

''• ~

etc. Extrapolation from any two of these values, e.g., \iAJ2 — Ji), yields the exact

value J = 7/48.
Less elementary examples will be displayed in [5].
Appendix. In this appendix, we reproduce some of the intermediate algebraic
steps omitted in the main text, in particular those following the change of variable

defined by Eq. (19).
Introduce the notation

e<->-°(§ ;»--')■
We start at Eq. (19), in which the change of variables
(19)

v = u,

is made. V¡, for / g j, does not depend on u¡; thus G' becomes
G'(t±F<_1)

= G'(¿±F<_1+
= G'i)

£

+ G"i-)(

£

v(x^+ü-^))
- V'iXj-,)"-^1)

+ terms of order n'2.

Furthermore, expanding G"(-) in powers of u¡, we obtain

G"<) = G"(£
£ F<í>-Ä\frí« i VÍJ\)
/ + G"'(£
\frí« i V¡1\)
/±
« ,íTi
V«
+ terms of order n-3.

Thus G' becomes, after the change (19),

+ c"'(§;"»)

;(£.

«

^;)(,|,

; ^-^)

+ terms of order n~ .

We now multiply this expression by

f

j Vyxj-t+vVnt + w¡y/n [t\^ - t)) j - Ffo-i)} A

+ i k,'!^2 ¿

+ v,2¿

+ 2«,.,,« r

r(r(i - r))"" dt) + Oin
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It is important to note that the functions Vfl\, V¡-t, V'¡_x,V'/.t do not depend on v or
w¡, and thus, we shall obtain polynomials in v and w¡. Terms which include odd
powers of either v or w¡ can be omitted because, after integration with respect to
either v or w¡, they will vanish.
The coefficient of v2 is

^nWt1
2n \

\~[ n

rt-'i)
£ - v'ix^—Vj-)
I ¡Tfti n
V«

+ Vn ±G"(£l2«

\frí «

+ 2 ^->¿G'(-)

/

v!i\)l-l£

In Kjíjlt

vVi^jr) £ l- vu -L
y/nl ,",

n

y/n

+ °(^3)-

The term on the second line is a product of w, and of a function independent of u¡,
and will thus vanish after integration with respect to u¡.
The coefficient of w2 is (I /l2n2)V'ZxG'i-). There are no terms in u2 which do not
include as a factor either v or w¡. Thus, we find

/ r(-) L' ( K*'-1
+ M<
V»' + »iV«('(J-')))• exp(—Mi

K«i-i))
<"}

— • • • — Mn — M'y) </"i

• • • i/ttn ¿M'y

= f |g'(«, = d)JT F^k,.,+»\/«(+ »tVn [t{¿- t)) - ViXi-t))
dt\
• exp(-«2

-

•••

-

u2j-i — v2 -

u2+1 — ■■■ — u2n — w2)

•dux • • • dUj-x dv duj+1 ■■• dun dw¡

= f [G'i) exp(-«2-

uU - uli-ul)
■dui • ■• dUj-x dui+1 ■ • • dun}

'{/

/2

(12?

G"() r-î
2n

VU

^'-^

£n

y_,+l

+ 6?

K''-1 "*) eXp(_i;2

F,'_! exp(-«2

"

w2) * dw]

• ■• ul-, - v2) du¡ ■■■ </«„_,dv

+ Oin~3).

But we have

i In«2 w'' ~*~
6?

/ exp(_t;2— ^ * rf,v>

= 2n J 2°" exp(_l,2) dv'J

exP(~M») ¿M»-

Therefore, the integral above reduces to
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/ {i G<(.)¿,„>n!,
+ <n-)(, n-, ±ru)
•exp(—u\

— ■•• — i¿_, — v2) du¡ ■■■ c?«„_i dv.

Summing over all j and adding the integral
/ G()

exp(— u\ — •••

— M^_! — v2) dui ■■• dun-i dv

we obtain from (13)

/|g()

+ G'() ¿AsyjrflF

= /{<*> + ¿>(-)¿^yi1+

tC"(-)¿

F?., Z FU}

• exp(—m2 — ••• — ul-i — v2) dux ■■• dun-i dv

= /{<*) + T.\c'i-)^v2v'Zi

+ \T.G''i.)l3

■exp(—h2 — ...

■exp(— u2 — •••

v;-ivz)

— ul-i — v2) dui ■■• du„-i dv

— M2_! — v2) du¡ ■ ■ ■ t?Mn-i ¿t\

The second integral is of order n~2, the first integral is merely the expansion to order
n~2 of formula (9).
The proof of formula (9) for cases where g ^ 1 is a mere repetition of the previous
calculation, with the change of variable (19) performed in the argument of g as well as
in the argument of G.
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